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The paper furnishes a review and air ovendepr " f  radio noise *om lightning as 
rr so~irce o f  interference to analogue and digital Corn~?tunicatioiz. The parameters 
of fhe different fornls <,f noise necessary .for pssessi~~g the interfering effect of the 
rloise are described. .4railublr i~rfjr~nc~riu~r on thrtndevstor71zs, thunder-clouds, convec- 
rion cells and lightning are ~erie~ved and their li~izitatims pointed oui. Thew fol101r.s 
a descripiicn of how the source, p~opugafion and receiver cha~acteristi~s determine 
the sfrticture qf a/rnosplro.ic noise as receiwd at a point of observation. The tratrrral 
unit for this noise i.s the mise burst rtrising from o w  complete lightning.flas4. The 
pmuneters of the nrise birrst as a 11.hole and its structure ctetennine the inrqfflrrence 
enrirnniient. A hisforic reriel$. qf ~t~2sopheric iioke .studies sho1(5 that it i.~ 
wrreirt(v of importance oldy in thc ~ropical regions of '  the ~wr ld f i>r  ~shich fhc neail- 
able data are wry defective. New data are ficnrished. The contribution of atmos- 
pheric noise for backgrou~zd interference even in remote places ,for r.adicj astronomy 
at VHF is firrnished. The imporlance of aimcspizeric nctise cceurring ;vporadiea@ 
in high values fur slzort inier~.als at VHF and higher frequencies in the tropics is 
brough: out. 
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atmospheric noise and its data. 

The engineering of radio communication involves the design and develop- 
ment of a complete system to meet a communication need. Optimal design 
as visualized to-day envisages the transmissioil of the maximum amount of 
information with a stipulated degree of reliability within a set time by 
using the minimum amount of radiated power. This requires a know- 
ledge of the interference environment in much more precise terms than 
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before. Noise arising from different sources are important components 
of this environment. Noise arising from sources within the receiving 
system called internal noise can be co~rectly evaluated and i t  is possible to 
engineer its reduction. Noise arising from sources outside the receiving 
system can be either extra-terrestrial or terrestrial. Such noise corrupt 
the signal before it enters the receiving system. The magnitude of any para- 
meter of such noise which arises from natural phenomena is not controllable. 
While dealing with it in statistical terms, the important consideration is to 
identify the statistical law it follows to the order of accuracy required. 
External noise can, to some extent, be reduced through directional recep- 
tion. 

Atmospheric radio noise is external noise of terrestrial origin. It is 
traced to the electrical discharges accompanying lightning flashes in thunder- 
storms. The electromangetic radiation arising from such discharges covers 
the entire frequency spectrum. The power radiated by the source at a 
given frequency and within a defined bandwidth is different at  different 
f~equencies. The frequency range over which i t  is received from a parti. 
cular source a t  a specified receiving point is determined by the laws of 
propagation. The characteristics of atmospheric nojse are known to vary 
with frequency, geographical location, time of day, season, etc. 

Studies of atmospheric noise have been emphasised and de-emphasiscd 
during the last five decades. Such studies have often been limited to fre- 
quency bands of interest to system designers a t  a given point of time. The 
scope of such studies has been restricted to getting quick results for meeting 
the immediate requirements of systcm designers. Sporadic but severe 
interference arising from this noise has received scant attention. But, this 
type of interference can be of some significance to different types of com- 
munication in the VHF, UHF and SHF bands and to radio-astronomy and 
space communication. Source characteristics, the amplitude and time 
parameters of the noise necessary for assessing its intafering effect, etc., 
continue to be problems needing universally accepted conclusions. It is 
against this background that this paper attempts to present an overview 
and review of the subject keeping in view the possible needs of the future. 

The section headings indicate the scope of the paper. 
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noise be brought out and the necessary information 0x1 them furnished to 
stimulate investigations or should one rest content with approximating all 
forms of noise to additive white noise is a big question ? An attempt is 
made to pose the question in this paper. 

Noise is a disturbance which comes in the way of recovery of infor 
mation contained in a transmitted signal. The parameters of noise neces- 
sary for assessing this interfering effect may not be the same for all type 
of services. If the parameters necessary for different purposes are diffe. 
rent, an attempt has to be made to find a relationship between themeither 
theoretically or experimentally. The characteristic of a chosen parameter 
may vary over a wide range from a highly regular to a completely random 
me. 

2.1. Forins of Noise 

One fosm of noise is continuous noise or fluctuation noise. For 
such noise, the power spectrum is continuous and uniform. This implies 
that the pawer in a particular frequency interval is proportional to that 
interval. Hence, it is often called white noise although it is known that the 
power spectrum of 'white light' is non-uniform. Continuous noise 
possesses an envelope and the rms value indicates the power involved. Its 
instantaneous amplitudes are distributed according to a normal distribution 
of errors. When this noise is fed to a linear detector, the instantaneous 
voltages at the output follow a Raleigh distribution. 

When noise appears a t  intervals and is of short duration compared @ 

the interval, it is called impulsive noise. Ordinarily, both the duration of 1 
the noise and the time interval between its occurrences are random process& ' i The duration of an impulse has to be defined in relation to the service for 
which the word, 'impulse' is used. Thus, for voice communication, the 
ear can detect an impulse when it lasts about a millisecond. Hence, nd i  1 
of millisecond duration is impulsive for voice communication. Th 
gets the impression of continuous noise when the noise lasts for more 
200 milliseconds. The problem can be different for data communic 
Suppose the bit that is transmitted is of one mirosecond duration. 
anything that lasts for a microsecond may have to be regarded 
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impulse. Therefore, the definition of an  impulse has to be in relation to 
the type of transmission envisaged. Impulsive noise has both amplitude 
and time characteristics. 

In some cases, noise lasts for an extended period of time corresponding 
to many times the duration of an impulse as visualized but, after the 
appearance of the noise for such an extended period, there is a pause when 
there is no noise. Thereafter, the same process repeats itself. When noise 
appears this way, it is said to appear in the form of noise bursts. The 
noise bursts in their entirety will have both amplitude and time characteristics 
These represent the macro-structure of noise bursts. Within a noise burst 
itself, there can be a number of impulses and these will have both ampli- 
tude and time ~h~racteristics and these may be looked upon as the micro- 
structure of noise bursts. Information on both the macro and micro 
structure of noise bursts are necessary for modern communication. 

In practical situations, it is possible to have impulses or noise bursts 
superposed on continuous noise. Mechanically lumping all of them toge- 
ther may furnish an incorrect picture of the actual interference environ- 
ment. Therefore, criteria have to be established either for ignoring one 
or more of them or for lumping them together. Occasionally, there are 
situations in which each form of noise arises from more than one set of 
sources. 

2.2. Parameters of noise 

Continuous noise has been extensively investigated both theoretically 
and experimentally. I t  arises from the superposition of a large number of 
random events which, for purposes of a service, are not required to be sepa- 
ately distinguishzble. The relatioship between peak, rms, and average 
amplitudes are well understood. Its amplitude is best specified by an 
rms value. 

Impulsive noise and noise bursts have both amplitude and timepara- 
meters. A noise burst may consist of a continuous background an which 
are superposed a large number of impulses. An impulse cmld be made 
up of a large number of primary pulses. The duration of a noise burst 
could be approximately taken as the time interval between the first and 
last impulses in the noise burst. .The duration of an impulse could be taken 
as the time interval between the first and last pulse in an impulse. In 



practice, these get indirectly specified by the circuit characteristics of the 
recording gear. The tjme interval between two successive noise bursts is 
the time between the last impulse of one noise burst and the first impulse 
of the next. A similar definition is valid for the time interval between 
impulses. 

For the amplitude, one could think in terms of the average value of the 
envelope voltage in a noise burst or in an impulse. This approach is very 
satisfactory when the impulses in a burst or pulses in an impulse are very 
large and their amplitudes are not significantly different from that of a 
possible continuous background, if any. Another approach is to think 
in terms of the integrated effect of the noise in a noise burst or in an impulse 
which would affect a particular class of service. In such a case, there would 
be a quasi-peak value of the amplitude. 

2.3.  Characteristics of' Noise 

By studying a parameter of noise over a short period of time, it is 
possible to deduce its characteristics. These are called ' short term 
characteristics '. There is no rigorous or accepted definition of 'short 
term '. Ordinarily, the characteristics of a parameter of noise do not change 
noticeably within about five minutes. Hence, there is, a t  present, no 
objection to regard five minutes as a short term. When the parameter is a 
completely random event: it is possible to furnish its median value and 
standard deviation. These will be called ' short term values '. In this 
connection, it is pertinent to point out that, in some cases, viz., atmospheric 
noise bursts, studies will get rest~icted to a very limited population, often 
less than 100. This can limit the accuracy of evaluations. It is possible to 
improve the accuhcy by repeat studies. For some parameters of some types 
of noise, all that is required is just these short term characteristics. 

By studying the variation of the 'short term values ' at the same hour 
over all the days of a month, a season or a year, one can obtain the 'long 
term characteristics '. Usually, a season is regarded as adequhte for purposes 
of the term, ' long tcrm '. In somc cases, it becomes nccessary to group 
days sepctratcly as days of low and high noise in the sebson and then deduce 
data. Such situations haw arisen in the case of atmospheric noise. 

Due to valiations in natural phenomena, i t  may be observed that there 
is a systematic variation on a long term basis from hour to hour of a certain 
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parameter like amplitude. In such cases, for the hours concerned, it may 
be necessary to give the variation of the long term hourly values. 

At VHF. UHF and SHF, noise or significance lnzy appear sporadically. 
This is pnrticularly so when radiations from lightning are within the 
cone of ~eception be it at ground or in space. In such cases, in nddition 
to the values of the parameters, i t  is necessary to stete the medi2.n duration 
of this sporadic outburst and, where possible, the most probable hours of 
day and seasons when this can be expected. 

Lumping all short term data and then deducing long term characteristics 
is not desirable as this may result in erroneous information. Differences 
between prediction and actual observation can, not infrequently, be traced 
to such procedures. 

2.4. Noise Data 

Noise data have to be furnished in terms of the appropriate noise para- 
meters and must include ' short term ', ' long term ', and systematic variation 
characteristics. Sporadic occurrences must figure quite appropriately. 
They are likely to be of increasing utility value in the future. In order to 
assist the system designer to appreciate properly the interference environ- 
ment, it is necessary to furnish the data in sufficient detail and with the 
required stress on the limitations of the data. Over-simplification and 
uncalled for generalizations are not likely to serve any useful purpose. 

Very long term variations like those over a sunspot cycle, etc., are rele- 
vant but one is not sure whether the stage is reached for furnishing data of 
a reliable character. 

The characteristics of atmospheric noise as received at  a point of obser- 
vation are determined almost entirely by the characteristics of its Sources 
and the laws of propagation. The limitations imposed on our knowledge 
of the noise arise from the limitations of our knowledge about the sources 
anfl the laws of propagation. Further, several of the differences between 



the predicted and observed characteristics of the noise and the a~~omalies 
reported can only be understood by knowing the source characteristics and 
the laws of propagation. Looking ahead, sporadic appearance of atmos- 
pheric noise of high intensity in VHF, UHF and SHF communication can 
only be predicted properly on the basis of a knowledge of the sources. 
Therefore, this source problem is being dealt with at the very outset. 

It is known that a thunderstorm is a localized thermodynamic process 
in the atmosphere accompanied by electrical discharges. The ~.coustical 
shock wave produced by the discharge is thunder and the visible electro- 
magnetic radiation is lightning. There are reference to thunder and 
lightning in ancient literatme like the Rig Veda of India. In the eighteenth 
century, D'Alibard in France and BenjaJnin Franklin in the USA showed 
that lightning is electrical in nature. Popov utilized the radiations from 
lightning to demonstrate radio reception towards the close of the last 
century. Appleton, Chapman, Watson-Watt, Schonland, Norinder, 
Lutkin, McEachron, Malan, Mason and a host of others have made valuable 
contributions to our understanding of lightning problems. Yet, much 
remains to be done. 

The principal source of atmospheric noise is the lighting flash and the 
radiation arising fromjt is called an atmospheric. These lightning flashes 
occur in active thunderclouds which exist in thunderstorms. In what follows, 
the available information of relevance to the subject of discussion is sum- 
marized pointing out possible gaps in knowledge which have to be filled. 

3.1. Thunderstorm Days 

A thunderstorm day is a Calendar day on which thunder is heard. 

Weather offices throughout the world are logging the dates on which 
thunder is heard. The data so collected is analysed a t  the national and 
international levels. This data is basic data which has to be utilized judi- 
ciously for deducing the characteristics of atmospheric noise, particularly 
in regions where no measurements have been made. 

The available data has its limitations. Some countries had and have 
a large network of stations for recording this data but, in many others, the 
number of stations is limited. Fm some places, the data exists for decadm 
but, for others, it may be over a short period or intermittent. For sea 
masses, the data is extremely poor. 
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The distance upto whch thunder can be heard depends on wind 
direction and velocity, acoustical noise level, the observer and the general 
meteorological conditions. The effect of all these can disappear when the 
data for analysis is large. Unfortunately, this is not always so. Besides 
there can be lightning without thunder and this goes unrecorded. 

Even if thunder is heard continuously more than once in a day, there 
is no indication of this in the data. No information can be obtained about 
the severity of the activity. Ordinarily, the distance upto which thunder 
can be heard is taken as about 10 km or 6 miles. A detailed investigation 
carried oat in Bangalore in which over 1200 cases were logged showed that 
the thunder heard distance distribution is log-normal with a median value 
of 9 kms. Ordinarily, thunder heard is taken to indicate an actvity over an 
area of 1000 kms. This is reasonably correct as the area involved in the 
activity of thundercloud approximates to a circle of radius between 10 
and 20 kms. 

The data on thunderstorm days has been analysed. Brooks has fur- 
nished the data through lines of equal frequen y of thunder, viz, isobrants, 
for April-September, October-Match and the whole year on global maps. 
Aiya has furnished the thunderstorm days data for India for regions lying 
within five degrees of latitude and longitude. The World Meteorological 
Organization has published the world distribution of thunderstorm days in 
the form of tables and charts. 

5.2. Thunderclouds 

A sequential series of processes culminating in the lightning discharge 
and sustaining this discharge over a period of time are confined to a single 
cloud in a storm. This cloud in which the electrical activity occurs is the 
'Thundercloud '. If the activity is idealized to occur in a circular area, 
the radius of the thunder cloud ordinarily lies between 10 and 20 kms. The 
base of this thundercloud is about 3 kms. above mean sea level (MSL) in 
the tropics but this height has a lower value in temperate regions because 
of diffwences in the height of the tropopause. The th~nde~cloud top is 
EPe~ally ill-defined but can be as high as 14Km. Radiation from the 
electrical activity inside the cloud can be expected to follow the line of 
sight propagation upto distances of the order of 300 krns. Within this 
%mdercloud, the temperature can vary from about 8°C to less than 
(-mLC). There is t h s  a wide temperature variation from the bottom to 
the top af the thundercloud, 



The thundercloud as described consists of a numbcr of' thundercloud 
cells. These cells are interlinked by inacthe and non-turbulent cloud 
m:tte~ial. On an ~ ~ e r a g e .  there ::re five such cells in a thundercloud in the 
tropics. 111 temperate regions, the number of such cells is much less and 
can be just one 07 two. 

The curlent view on thundercloud electrification could be put as follows 
These is a wide difference in temperature and pressure along the vertical 
length of the cloud. Thi!: can _give rise to intcnse updrafts inside the cloud. 
These can get in tended when warm air moves upwards from the surface 
of the earth towrds the cloud. The updrafts carry alongwith them water 
droplets which are thrown against ice csystds found at higher levels inside 
the cloud. The water droplets when thcy come into contact with ice 
crystals freeze on the surface. This leads to splinte~ing. Because of 
unequal rates of diffnsion of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions in water droplets 
along the radial temperature gradient, the splinters acquire an excess of 
positive chxge whereas the remaining heavier portion becomes negalive. 
The updraft blows up these positively charged ice splinters towards the top 
of the cloud and under dynamic balance of gravity and the updraft, the 
heavier neptive charge carriers fall towards the base of the clond. A high 
potential difference thus develops between the top and bottom of the cloud. 
(There is a small amount of positive charge at  the base of the cloud but this 
is not clearly understood.) 

When the high potential difference created exceeds the disruptive 
strength of the dielectric, a discharge occurs and lightning activity commences. 
The thundercloud becomes electrically active. The development of electrical 
activity in a thundercloud is a random event. Therefore, there is, a 
priori, no reason to doubt more than one thundercloud becoming acti~e 
at different times or even simultaneously in a thunderstorm whose activity 
is spread over a much wider area than that of a thundercloud. 

The median value of the duration of the activity of a thundercloud in 
the tropics lies between three and four hours. Thc median value of the 
life time of a thundercloud cell lies between 30 and 40 minutes. The dura- 
tion of peak activity, i.e., the time during which the rate of flashing is above 
haIf the peak rate of flashing is about 10 min. The growth of activity is 
rather gradual but the decay is sharp. 
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The u-ord, ' thundeistorm ', as ordinarily used stands for several 
phenomena like strong gusty winds, vertical currents of air at higher 
altitudes, heavy precipitation, and, thunder and lightning taken together. 
such storms occur all over the globe and are due to the rapid movement 
of air in the atmosphere d~ le  to differences in pressure, temperature, etc. 
The more violent of these storms are often referred to as cyclones, typhoons, 
hurricanes, tornadoes, etc. Thunderclouds develop and become active 
only in such storms. 

Broadly, there are two types of storms, vk., convective or local storms 
and frontal storms. Convection currents in air due to the heating of the 
surface 1aye1,s of air are responsible for convective or local storms in which 
cloud formation, etc., result. The area involved in the activity of such local 
storms is usually small. rt may correspond to the area in~olved in a single 
thundercloud activity or of that order. The activity of such storms is 
ordinarily restricted to a few hours between local naoin and local sunset in 
the tropics. There is the possibility of such isolated local storms occurring 
in several adjoining areas near a place of observation. At such a place, 
each such starm gets recarded by the thunder heard and a record may indicate 
a day as a day of two or even three s ta l l s .  A significant proportion of 
storms in tropical India belong to this category during March-May and 
September-November. 

Cooling of humid air and formation of clouds can also be brought 
about by frontal lifting. Thus, when two fronts, a cold one and a warm one 
meet each other, the warm front surmounts the cold front and is given 
an upward thrust. The air may coal and, if there is enough moisture, 
variety of clouds may be formed and the development of thunderstoms may 
occur. Such storms are called frontal storms. They can occur at any 
time, either on land oronsea .  They persist for a long time. There can be 
thunderstorms due to a combination of causes responsible for local and 
frontal storms. Frontal storms extend over very large areas. 

There is indirect evidence that the storm days at  a place in the tropics 
hunch together with a most probable value of four. 

Thunderstorm days data does not distinguish between local and 
frontal storms. By judicious experiments, it is necessary to get to a formula 
for finding the relative percentages of the two types of storms. lib 



percentage obviously will vary from place to place. Similarly, a severity 
index as suggested by Forrest is necessary far finding out the number of 
severe storms. 

As a result of separation and accu~nulntion of charges in thunder- 
clouds, high potential gradients are developed. When the field at  any 
point exceeds the breadkdown strength of the medium, a discharge js 
initiated and this is the ' lightning discharge '. As vjsually observed, 
lightning consists of a series of intermittent visible radiation described 
as flashes. When such flashes occur within the cloud only, they cannot be 
seen. The visible rsldiation is only a part of the radiation from a lightning 
flash. The entire electromagnetic Spectrum appears to get covered by 
radiations from lightning flashes. This is the principal source of atmos- 
pheric noise. There is, of course, the possibiLity of some electromagnetic 
radiation from the movement of charged layers in the cloud and from the 
several electrical processes occurring in the interval between two successive 
flashes. But, the magnitude of the radiation is likely to be small and co~~ld  
be ignored for atmospkeric noise purposes in the present state of know- 
ledge and the needs of communication. The lightning activity of thuuder- 
clouds extends over periods ranging from about half an hour to several 
hours. Idealizing the area of local activity to a circle of radius, 100 kms., 
it is possible to state that more than one thundercloud can become active 
within this region in the course of a Calendar day. 

A lightning flash is the basic unit in the macrostructure studies of 
lightning and of atmospheric noise. In the case of Fome discharges, the 
acoustical wave may be heard as thunder. This is believed to arise from 
the sudden heating of the electrical discharge channel and consequent ex. 
plosive expansion of the air in the vicinity of the discharge. The gene- 
ration of this acoustical shock wave is a secondary process. m e r e  is, how- 
ever. no evidence to support the view that all electrical discharges are 
accompanicd by thunder but experimental work indicates that the severity 
of 3 lightning discharge follows the degree of violence of thunder. 

The following types of flashes have been observed: 

(a) Intra-cloud flashes in which the electrical activity is conhed to the 
cloud mass and the discharges take place within the cloud; 
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(b) Air flashes in which the electrical act~vity extends to thc surrounding 
air which may be ionized or neutral. 

(c) Inter-cloud flashes in which thc electrical activity may extend from 
one cloud to another. Almost horizontal streaks of lightning at 
cloud level may be seen cturing such discharges. 

(d) Ground flashes in which the electr,ical activity extends fvom the 
cloud to ground. 

(e) Ball lightning-This is strictly not a flash. This is stated to be 
in the form of a luminous globe reported to appear at  or near 
the ground level during severe lhunderstorms. It appears to be 
essentially a secondary phenomenon in the presence of high 
potential gradients. It is not of much significance for noise studies 
and does not appear to any significant extent in the tropics. 

In any one lightning discharge, all flashes are never of any one type 
and the relative percentages of (a), (b), (c) and (d) can vary but there can 
be several occasions in the tropics when most of the flashes arc of the types 
(a) and (b). The discharge processes occurring in Illli?--~loud Rashes appear 
to exist in almost an identical manner in (b), and (d) also. Intcr-cloud 
jlashes do not constitute a high percentage of all types of flashes and, excluding 
them, in the other three types of flashes, the equivalent radiator could he 
considered as practically vertical or as an  extremely short dipole depending 
on the frequency range in which the noise radiation is considered. 

The lightning discharge has bcen extensively investigated. The 
methods of study are based 011 either (a) the electromagnetic field produced 
by it or (b) the property of reflecting electromagnetic waves by the ionized 
discharge channel. The latter is utilized in radar studies of lightningdis- 
charge. The wavelength chosen is such that reflections from water drops 
and ice crystals are weak but strong reflections are obtained from free 
electrons and ionized particles in the discharge channel. Pulse recurrence 
frequency determines the time resolution of this technique. Valuable 
information has been obtained by both the techniques mentioned. 

A ground flash could be described as follows. When the air just 
belaw the cloud breaks down, a streamer called the leader moves towards 
the earth in the form of a series of quick steps. This is called the stepped 



leader. The !t'ngLh of a step is. ordi~lr: ily. between 40 and 100 metres 
and itb d~xatioil is in the microsecond range. The time interval between 
rhc steps lies in the range, 40-100 microseconds. When the ionization of 
the air fiom cloud to ground is thus completed, a return curlent flows 
from the e-rrth to ihe cloud, called the retutn stroke. The peak current in 
this return stroke is estimated to lie in the mm>ge. 10-100 kA. The duration 
of the return stmke is between 20 and 100 microscenods. If the charge 
neutralization by this return st~okc is incomplete, another leader and 
anothes- return srroke may follo~v. The subsequent leader is not ordinarily 
stepped in Lhe region below the cloud base. This leader is called the dart 
leader. The nledinn value of thc number of return strokes is 4. Both 
the stepped lezder and the return stroke c m  have branches, which end up 
in the air. When the brrmchilq of the reiuin streamer occurs after it has 
entcred the cloud. thc bi-anches are called M-components, During the time 
interval between successive return strokes. junction processes are reported 
to take place. These are the discharges occiirring within the cloud, that 
allow tapping of chxge centres at  higher and higher levels or the cloud. 
Superimposed on these junction streamers, discharges called K-discharges 
OCCUT . 

Thc exact breakdown and discharge mechanism of cloud flashes are 
yet to be knoivn. Biook and Kitagawa &vide the inechanism into three 
parts, I+=., inirini, vci4- acti\c end firral portions. Of these, the final pottion 
is similar to the juncrion process in a ground flash. (No categorical state 
ment could be made to the effect that in a ground flash there is no initial 
and find portior;.) The K-discharge recuircnce period lies between 2-20 
insecs and the du-ation of K-discharge is estimated to lie beiween 1 and 
3 msecs. 

Ax flashes are beheved to be similar to cloud flashes except for the 
difference that the disscharges end up in the a1 Instead of l m d e  the cloud. 
ho t  much rs known of the mter-cloud flashes. 

Cloud flashes constitute the major poition of all types of flashes. In 
the tropics where thunderstorm activity is the highest, they constitute 93 
pe cent of ell discharges. The number of inter-cloud flashes is small. 
Even in ground flashes, most of the phe11omen.a believed to occur in 3 

cloud flash do exist. Over a \e,y wide frequency range, the source 
atmospheric noise is the discharges inside the cloud. Hence, critical and 
detailed studies cf the mac1.o and micro structure of a cloud flash are mat 
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important from the noise point OQ view. Probably, the most convenient 
way of studying the macro and micro structure of a flash is an indirect one 
~vhich utilizes bamd-limited atmosphe,lcs. Obviously, such studies have 
to be carried out over a wide range of frequencies. Even such methods pose 
impoitant instrumentation problems. 

The courser type of information rieeded for noise purposes is on the 
duration of lightning activity or lifetime of a thundercloud, the number of 
such thunderclouds that become active in a thundei:storm on a Calendar 
day including the probable hours of activity, the rate of flashing in a thunder- 
cloud, the duration of a lightning flash and the relative percentages of 
different types of flashes. In addition, information is needed on the 
sources of noise at different f~equencies in a lightning flash. Different 
processes in a flash are respoilsible for noise of significant magnitude in 
different frequency ranges. Collection of data on these several items is 
basic for atmospheric noise purposes. 

As indicated in the previous sections, the information needed on thunder- 
storm days, thunderclouds, thundeistoims and lightning for atmospheric 
noise purposes is much more elaborate than what can readily be obtained 
from weather office and lightixng discharge data. Some attempt was 
made in Bangalore to examine this problem and carry out both direct and 
indirect measurements., The gist of this work is presented in what follows : 

Since the cloud base is about 3 kms. above the mean sea level in the 
tropics, receptjon of radiation fiom discharges within the cloud by line of 
s ia t  propagation should be possible upto about 300 kms. Of course, it 
must be admitted that such radiation at SHE may be received for smaller 
distances due to bending of ~e ray in the atmosphere and attennuation 
due to rain, etc. At VHF and UHF, the direct ray range could be larger 
but may be much below 300 kms. Indirect experiments have shown that 
direct ray reception at  VHF extends beyond 50 kms. At lower frequencies, 
iw kms is a safe assumption for direct ray reception. Taking these facts 
Into account, the following definitions need consideration: 

(a) A day of local activity (DLA) is a day on which at  least one storm 
is active within 300 kms froin the point of observation. 

(6) A day of lacal storm (DLS), is a day an  which the centre of a storm 
is within 100 kms from the point of observation. 



(c) A day of neal storm (DNS) is a day on which the centrc of a storm 
is within 50 kms. from the point of observation. 

((1) A day of overhead storm (DOS), is a day on which the centre of a 
storm thundercloud is within 5 h s  from the point of observation. 

Our checks indicate the following relationship : 
DLA = 3 (Xumber of thunderstorm days as recorded) 
DLS - ('0.5). DLA 
DNS - (0.25) . DLA 
DOS - (0.02 to 0-05). DLA. 

The above could be useful far deducing the required informat~on 
from thundersrorm dais weather office data. 

The percentage of local storms days in the recorded thunderstorm days 
for Bangalore is respectively 20, 10 and 50 for March-May, June-August, 
and September-November. Ordinarily, local storm activity is confined 
to the hours between local noon and local sunset. Tn the case of frontal 
storms, activity may com~nence around local noon and continue till about 
an hour hefox the following sunrise. This has been traced to several 
rhunderclouds becoming active at different places and times in the large 
area involved. There appears to be some interconnection between thw 
thuuderc"ruds like the one that exists between the different cells in an active 
rhundercloud. 

The duration of n lightning flash is an important parameter for noise 
purpobes. Various values have been quoted. The value obtained depends 
on how one defines the duration of a flash. Often, one restricts oneself to 
the study of the very active portion of a flash, leaving out the initial 

i and final portions. Sometimes, one calculates thc time interval 
between the first pulse in a flash and the last one. Values would differ 
depending on which set of pulses m e  takes. Further, a t  UHF and sHF, 
and, probably at VHF. there is what may be called continuous noise radiation 
from n lightning flash. Further, the flash duration varies with the stage of 
:rctivity of n thundercloud and with the possibility of ionospheric r e t i o n  
of the pulscs. Ail these problems have received considerable attention at 
Banga.fore and the pointer is towards assuming a median value of 500 msa. 
The value is about 200 msec during the peak activity of a thundercloud. 
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The following data about the activity of a tropical thundercloud 
could be useful : 

Lifetime of a thundercloud . .  3hrs .  
Peak rate of flashing . .  8 p e r m i n .  
Duration of peak activity .. 1Omins. 
(time during which. rate of flashing 

is above half of peak rate) 
Total number of flashes per 

active thundercloud . . 700 
Number of cells per thundercloud .. 5 
Lifetime of a cell . . 35 mins. 

The above are median values. If one needs flash density per sq. km. 
per day of activity, one could assume a value of one but this is not of 
geat significance as what is wanted is flash density during the actual activity 
hours. 

As regards the macro and micro structure of a noise burst arising from 
a lightning flash, a considerable amount of information is required. 
Some have been collected a t  Bangalore. It appears that the noise is 
continuous for the duration of a burst a t  VHF and higher frequencies and 
treating it as such, the expected peak amplitude can be deduced and this 
agrees with the experimental work. At HF and MF, there is probably a 
low value continuous background. Superposed on this are distinct pulses 
of about a millisecond duration. For 100 msec. of the burst duration, the 
median values of the number of pulses below 6 dB of peak, below 12 dB 
of peak and below 18 dB of peak are respectively 9, 13, and 20. The pulses 
are randomly distributed and follow the log-normal law. There is no 
information on the micro-structure of these pulses. The possibility of these 
having pulsive components which are randomly distributed cannot be 
ruled out. 

On warm quiet days in the interval between two successive bunches of 
thunderstorm days in spring a t  Bangalore, lightning can be seen some- 
times in cloud patches in an otherwise clear sky during the period, 15 to 
2.2 hrs, for periods extending to several hours. This phenomenon is 
o=sional and the noise radiation is small. Hence, it could probably be 
ignored for noise purposes. 



3 6. Source Ci~aracfevistics 

From the discussion in the previous sections, it is clear that much more 
ii~formation on  the source of atmospheric noise thrn is currently a~ailable 
will be needed. The crucial question is how much is to-he obtained by 
weather offices and how much by radio science organizations through a 
co-operative intenlational effort. Probably, weather offices c a n  furnish 
thunderstorm days data in terms of days of local storms and frontal 
storms. Thcy can also log the conmencemcnt end end of thunder heard 
in terms of hours of day. They can log the days of overhead thundercloud 
activity. 

The duration of a lightning flash, the duration of lightning activity, the 
rate of flashing per minute, the characteristics of local and frontal stol-ms, 
the micro and rnac1.o structure of a flash, ctc., are items on which proper 
information has to he obtained. It is not improbable that, in some saaes, 
the characteristics may vary with latitude or from region to region. 

The details of the information wanted dcpend on how accurately 
atmospheric noise is to be predicted, particularly for digital communication 
at  VHF and above. It is useful to mention thal such studies can be or value 
for the physics of lightning, for power transmission cngineevs and for other 
purpobes. But the planning of world wide studies of this type belongs to 
international organizztions. 

The sources of atmoipheric noise may be within about 300 kms from 
the point of observation. Then, they are local sources. T h e ~ e  may be 
sou~ces lying between 300 and 1000 kms. They are near sources. Sources 
iying beyond 1000 kms are distant sourccs. For V N F  and higher fre- 
quencies, the principal sources are those which are local and which lie within 
the cone of ~eception of the receiving antcnna. Local, near and distant 
sources and this type distinction become important for MF and HF, and 
to some extent. for LF. At MF and HF, the noise from local :;ources is 
received by the space wave while the noise fi-om near sources is received 
riff the ionosplrere. Distant source noise a t  M F  a11d H F  call be rcceived 
only sin the ionoaphere but it will be so teiribly atiennuated that it gets 
redaced to ahout the backgrou~~id noise arising from other c:luses. At 1.F 
and VLF, near and distant source n o i s  can be received by 
afollg the ground. At VI-IF, icflmtion from the sporadic E end scattering 
can give rise lo a lox level backg~ound traccnblc to atmosphci.ic lloiso 
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characte~istics of the ionosphe~e show diurnal, seasonal and other va+- 
tions likc those with sunspot number. Attenuaiioz of the ground ray 
depends on  het the? the propagation is over the sea o; la?d m d  thc charac- 
teristics of the ground. Thesc propagatio?~ problems add a xew dimension 
to considerations of atomsphe~.ic noise tilld me very impo-Tant. Plopaga- 
rion can restrict the received atmosphecic noise to that from locai sources, 
to that arising from near sources, or to that arising from both. And so on. 

 he major po;tion of atmospheric noise of significmce at LF and above 

i traceable to loca! arid near sources. Distant sources become impo:tant 
at frecpeucies bclow LF. Tlus implics that atmospheric noise is most 
important only for the t~opical sea and Iandmasses. Where man-made 
noise is very significant and is not controlled, atmospheric noise can mostly 
be ig~ored. Many of the developing and undcr developed countries lie 
in the tropical belt. In these countries, iudnstrial development is not such 
that man-made noise is a pioblem foi the largely scattered villages. Since 
these countries are not zich enough to employ sophisticated communication 
links and their requircmcnts of channels are not large, they have to employ 
medium fiequencies for broadcasting and HF £01 communication. In 
inaccessible hill regions, HF is the only choice. The majority of humanity 
belong to these developing and underdeveloped countries. Therefore, 
atmospheiic noise intmferenco will contime to be impoi.tant fo; such 
countries. 

The problems highlighted here are fundamental to thc discussion that 
follows. 

4 .1 .  The Noise Burst 

When the radiatious from a lightning flash are picked up by a receiver 
tuned to a certain freq~icncy and having a specified bandwidth, the output 
is a noise burst. The duration of a noise burst is the same as that of a 
lightning flash but the characteristics of' the noise burst dcpend on the 
frequency and bandwidth of the receiver. The amplitude parameter of a 
local source noise burst is usually twice that of a near sour% noise burst. 
The distant source noise burst would be of very much smaller magniiude 
at frequencies above LF. When com~~unication is to be established, we 
think in terms of at  least 90 per cent of the time satisfilcto~y service 
during a sho3 period of time likc a ~ ~ u t e .  Therefox, from the practical 
point of view, the noisc occupying 10 per cent of the time i s  all that nceds 
to be studied and evaluated. About 12 noisc bursts occupy 6 seconds, i.c., 



I0 per cent of the time. Hence, if about 12 noise bursts from local sources 
are present, the other noise bursts can be ignored in practical noise evalua- 
tions. If this appro;ich is adopted, studies and evaluations become simpler 
and ntore rational. The other aliernotive is to think in terms of all noise 
bursts from all sources contributing to something similar to a continuous 
form of noise. In such a case, the noise will have a complicated form and 
actual measurements may clip high rimpiitude noise because of the limited 
dynamic range of tne nmnsuring equipment. Further, studies would no 
longer be in terms of noise bursts, the natural units in terms of which the 
noise has to be studied and evaluated. An extremely large number of noise 
bursts of amplitudes lying within a r a n p  of 20 dB which could justify a 
continuous form of noise is an extremciy rare phenomenon in the tropics 
a t  frequencies above the VLF. This cannoi. probably be ruled out as a 
possibility of IIIOS frequent occuxenee in temperate latitudes. Against 
this background, serious thought may have to be given to presenting atmos- 
pheric noise data in alteinative forms. Since the structure of the noise 
burst can vary with Lequency and bandwidth, thought may have to be best- 
owned on preseuting noise data for different frequency ranges sepa- 
rately. Since there is systematic hour to hour variation in lightning acti- 
vity, the desirability of giving hourly values in place of time block values 
may have to receive consideration. 

4.2. S ~ P I I C ~ Z I ~ ~  of a Noise 31iM 

The structure of a noiae burst depends to a considerable extent on the 
frequency a t  which ir i s  studied and the bandwidth employed. Studies 
at VHF indicate that the noiae in the noise burst can be regarded as white 
noise. Probtiuly, this conclusion is valid at SHF also. But there is no 
experimental evidence to firmly support this view. As we mave down to 
frequencies below 30 MHz, the indications are that there are innumerable 
number of distinct pulses of approximately millisecond duration, but of 
varied amplitudes. In addition, there may be a geueral background, but it 
is difficult to categorically make any assertion on the same. The distinct 
pulses could be grouped as those within 6 dB of the peak amplitude 
pulae in the noise burst. These pulses and the time interval between them 
indicate that they probably arise from what lightning discharge investi- 
gators call K-type discharges. In addition, there ale pulses which are 12 
dB beiow the peak amplitude pulse mentioned earlier. There are also pulses 
which are 18 dB below the peak amplitude pulse. It is not known whether 
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these different pulses are to be traced to differcnt phenomena in the lightning 
discharge. There could be pulses which are of amplitudes vcry much lower 
than 18 dB below the peak amplitude pulse. Detailed investigations on 
these become difficult and no categorical statement can be made. At MF 
and the lower region of the HI?, thc predominant pulses are mainly those 
which are within 6 dB of thc peak amplitude pulse. No investigations 
hoe been carried in Bangalore on the structure of a noise burst below MF 
2nd hence no statements can be made. However, i t  is very likely that a t  LF, 
rhc pattern described [or MF may correspond to realities. 

I t  will be seen from the description given above that a generalised 
statement about the structure of a noise burst to cover the entire frequency 
rang of iutercst to communications is difficult. However, the structure 
of a noise burst and the pulslve character become important when one 
thinks of data transmission and interference by a noise burst. When one 
thinks in ternis of voice communication, one could consider the noise burst 
In its entirely and deal with the same in terms of its quasi-peak amplitude. 

4.3. Random Events 

All natural phenomena are basically random processes. But a parti- 
cular parameter that we study may be the result of a large numbcr of random 
processes which may be independent of each other. And so on. The problem 
that the noise investigator is interested in is to find out the type of statistical 
law already known which a certain iioisc parameter follows within the order 
of acxuracy required for purposes of furnishing noise data. This is a very 
important consideration to be kept in view for purposes of simplicity of 
presentation within the required limits of accuracy. A large number of 
studies carried out a t  Bangalore indicate that many parameters pertaining 
ro atmospheric noise follow the log normal law. Thus, the duration of a 
no i s  burst, the time interval between noise bursts, the time interval between 
palses within a noise burst, the amplitude of a noise burst over a short period 
of time, the median valuc of the amplitude of a noise burst as examined over 
a long period, etc., all follow the log normal law. This is an interesting 
result of practical significance. 

4.4. Types of Atmospheric Noise 

The term, "short period, is being construed m what follovrs as corres- 
ponding to a few minutes. I t  may be anywhere m the range of 1 to 10 
t'rimtes. P&aps, future requirements may dictate studies for much 



sho:te: y:io3s fo: eialuating sho:t te:m cha~~actezistics. In this con. 
nection, it may be stated that when the pe:iod coxsidered co:'e~ponds to less 
than one second, it is best to give details of the st.uctuie of a noise burst 
as fie sho:t t e m  cha*acte:istic. Fo: much highei periods, the problem 
does not arise as the natural unit is the lightning flash and it lasts about 
500 milliseconds. 

When the structure of armosphe;ic noise over a sho;t peiiod of time 
like a few minutes is esamined. it is found that the noise is not always and 
a t  all frequenciei of the same rype. Sometimes, the noise is of the conti- 
nuous form with no distinct sets of peaks existing in the form of bursts above 
a continuous background. This type of noise is called type ' A '  noise. 
This type of noise may be of the same o:de; of magnitude as other forms 
of inte:fe,enco. In such a case, it can be ignored. But, theie are cases 
1vhe.e this fo;m of noise of significant magnitude also exists. It is best 
that this fo;m of noise is treated approximately as equivalent to white noire. 
This fo.m of noise ha: been observed quite frequently at  the lower end of 
LF and below LF in the tropical regions. It is occasionally observed for 
some peciods of time in the MF and HF bands. When it is so obseived, 
the presence of some peaks in the form of bursts is always discernible. 
This form of noise arises when a very large number of noise bursts of the 
same orde: of magnitude are received at  a point of observation. It is 
possible that this is the form of noise which is frequently observed at  higher 
latitudes over a wide range of frequencies. 

Quite frequently, in the tropical latitudes, distinct noise bursts weU 
separated from each other are obse~ved. Their number per minute may 
vary over the range 5 to 40. Oidinarily, the most probable values of the 
number per minute are between 10 and 20. Even in such cases, there should 
be a backgiound of type ' A ' noise but its amplitude is negligible compared 
to the burst f o ~ m  of noise. Furthei, as aleady discussed, communication 
enginecs think in terms of getting 90 percent of the time satisfactory service 
in a sho:t period of time. Therefore, the highest magnitude noise occupying 
10 per cent of the time is what matters and what should be studied. If 
this view is taken, most of the time, at MF and HF, atmospheric noise is 
of the burst form. Tt is this burst form at VHF and higher frequencies that 
can be observed only when there is lightning activity within distances of 
the o-der of 50 kms. 8 

I 
This burst fo-m of the noise can be further classified into two types. 1 

The first type consists of distinct and well separated buhts which do not j 
I 
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exceed about 20 per cent minute normally and which are of large magni- 
tude. This type of noise arises from local lightning activity as described 
earlier and is called type ' C ' noise. When noise bursts ax-e received via 
[he ionosphere the bursts ale not sharp m d  the number is ordinarily more 
than 20. This form of noise has bcen called type ' B ' noise. However, 
for dealing with the noise problem, the distinction between type ' B ' and 
type ' C '  is not very important. 

It is qnitc possible that a t  higher latitndes, the atmosphere noise 
&sewed roughly correspond to type ' A  ' noise as desci-ibed eailier over 
a wide range of frequencies. Theiefore, the crucial point to consider is 
whether we fuinish data in one uniform way for all regions of the world or 
make a distinction between tropical regions and temperate regions. Simi- 
larly, another important point to consider is the range of frequencies for 
which noise data has to be furnished. 

4.5. Atmosplzerfc Noise Data 

Before funlishing atmospheric noise data, the following problems 
have to be critically exammed and dec~sioris taken :- 

(a) Where and for what purposes l a  atmospheric noise important? 

(b) Can local stoim noise be ignored everywhere as somethmg rare ? 

(c) Is it satisfactory to fu~nish norse data for all legions of the world 
for all purposes and at  all frequencies in one standardised form 
or should attempts be made to furnish data In diffe~ent ways for 
diffesent legions, for different ranges of frequencies and for 
diffcrent purposes ? 

The discussion in the previous section has already highlighted some 
thinking in respect of the questions formulated above. Atmospheric noise 
is basically of great importance even today at tropicel latitudes. There- 
fore attention will have to be paid to firrnish atmospheric noise datz as 
tropical latitudes in a way diffeaent from the way ill which it is furnished 
for higher latitudes. This is a problem to which attention will have to be 
paid. Specific mention may be made of the fact that over a short period 
of time, the noise is of the burst f o ~ m  ovcr a wide range of frequencies. The 
magnitude of the noise is much larger than what is normally expected a t  
h i m  latitudes. Other forms of noise like man-made noise are cegligible 
in the scattered villages of tropical areas. Further, if data are furnished for 



the burst form of boise, it is possible to give median values and standard 
deviations for noise levels on days of local actvity and on other days. 
Further, the noise shows distinct hour to hour variation called Systematical 
variation over certain periods of day in the tropics. Such variations my 
be observed at higher latitudes also. but they may not be for such a large 
range of hours or so distinct as in the ~ropics. 

The other problem which will become increasingly inlportant is to fur- 
nish, the magnitude of atmospheric noise arising from local and neas thunder- 
storms at  VHF and SHF. This noise is received at the receiving point either I ria the sporadic ' E ' or by scatter. The magnitude of this noise could , 

be important for radio astronomy also. In addition, when there is light- : 
ning activity within the cone of reception and within a distance of about 50 
kilometres from the point of observation, atmospheric noise is of suffi- 
cient magnitude to interfere with television, data communication, etc. In 
such cases, it may be useful to furnish the noise data, number and period 
of local lightning activity and indicate the most probable hours and seasons 
when it can be expected. In addition, information on how frequently it 
can he expected is also important. 

Atmospheric noise data has been furnished in a form to be described 
in the next swion several years back. If the data is to become more reliable 
and more useful, the problem of revision of the data already furnished 
assumes considerable significance. 

Atmospheric noise has been observed by several investigators the 
world over. It has also been studied in a quantitative way by several investi- 
gators. The references will furnish abundant information of this matter. 
Extensive and detailed investigations were carried out by the Radio 
Research Board, UK., the National Bureau of Standards, USA and in 
India. Valuable studies were also carried out in Australia md  other 
countries. The International Consultative Committee on Radio 
Communication [ICCR) has been vitally concerned with the furnishing d 
noise data for ttte planning of communication systems and Mve furnished 
atmospheric noise data from time to time. 
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The object of this section is to give some detailed consideration to more 
extensive types of work While this is being done, it is to  be stressed that 
it does not in any way mitigate the importance of valuable contributions 
made by individuals and organisations not specifically referred to. 

5.1. Historical 

Through listening, atn~o~sphei-ic noise was noticed and classified into 
different types like clicks, giinders and sizzles. A number of observers 
demonstrated that the source of ail atmosphere noise is the natural lightning 
dishage associated with thundefstorms. Investigations by the British 
and Australian Radio Research Boards produced no evidence that was 
incompatible with the hypothesis that atmospherics which gave rise to atmos- 
pheric noise had their origin in lightning flashes. 

Actual measurement of atmospheric noise has been made since 1922 
at a number of locations and over periods ranging from a few days to 
several years. In the initial stages measurments were in the frequency 
range 15 to 60 KHz. Later, measurements were extended to other fre- 
quencies upto 30 MHz. Some measurements and studies have also been 
carried out at much higher frequencies. During 1923-26, certain general 
features of atmospheric noise were discerned as a result of measurements 
made in England, United States and Panama. During 1929-32 regular 
measurements were made in England and USA in the frequency range 2- 
20 MHz. Some measurements were also made a t  Paris and Berlin. During 
1938-40 some meassurements were carried out in India. During 1943 
routine observations of atmospheric noise were made by the BBC in the 
HF band. Measurements were also carried oat in Japan. Considerable 
interest was evinced on the characteristic of atmospheric noise during world 
war I1 and the Interservices Bureau made several studies. 

Quite often, measurements were of a subjective character. Some- 
times, even when the measurements were objective, the prcblem of re-pro- 
ducibiiity of the results and comparison of the same as obtained by diffe- 
rent investigators posed a serious problem. However, the early work really 
laid the foundations for more systematic work. Without this early work, 
any plannirg of systematic work would have become impossible. 

5.2. Problem of Noise Meters 

Since the early days of measurement, the crucial problem that faced 
besti$ators was the one of noise meters. Since the parameters of the noise 



neceixug foi- assessing its interferins effect to different types of services 
Ke-c !:at ;;nown, attempts m e  priucipally concentraled on determining what 
can ilow be described as an anlplitnde parmeter. The measurements 
:rttempted to eveluate r.rn.s., average. or peak value or of the fractional 
t i l ~ ~ c  duricg i~;hich the distrubance exceeds some pr.eviously assigned value. 
The cnlibi-ation of the instruments created its own problems with the 
result that ol:e was i-equi~ed to think in terms of comparison of diffaent 
type4 of noice meteix. 

W e  of lile cmcial problems in the nleasusement of atmospheric noise 
i, to dc5cle on iile type of measurement to be carried out. In orLe type 
c;ille& the ssiibject t) pc. the 1ueasu;ement corried out was of the signal strength 
nccess;rj io s:itisCactoi.lly ovexome the nojsc. 117. the second type, an objec- 
tive noise mete; was developed which gave information on the noise and its 
chp.r~.cteridics in te~nis of pre-set considerations. Thus, the time constant 
Car one type of meter vi,?s determir.ed in. such a way that the meter indications 
cor.e;poded as nexly as possible to the annoyance caused to the ear. 

It mxt be mentio~ed that the real characteristics of the noise can get 
mutilated by the time constant employed in the noise meter. Hence it is 
ext:emely important to know the time constant properly. The magnitude 
of the noise does depend on band-width and the band-width has to be speci- 
fically stated. The characteiistic of thc aerial has an  influence on the 
m ~ ~ i t u d e  obiaired for the noise and therefore 1-equires specific mention. 
All the% details have been examined in the last t h ~ e e  decades and the results 
furnibhed in the Iabi periods give specific information on the points men- 
tioncd. However, if oxe needs to know the numbei of pulses prescnt in 
the noise vl.Jlose duratiou is very shozt, r,iz., a few micro-seconds or less, 
t,he.e appcxs to be no noise meter which can do the job directly. 

5.3. Radio Research Board, United Kingdom 

Tne RRB of UK hme been the pioneers in the field of atmospheric 
noise investigations on a woild-wide scale. It is as a xesult of the$ valuable 
investigations that one could app~eciate the noise problem in a much 
belie; wl>. dthough the dgta they have furnished in their s p ~ i a l  repolts 
may m t  5e of direct significance for actual use today. 

In their method, low speed moise signals are fed along with tho received 
ztmospheric noise to a receiver. The sbength of the si-1 is raised 
gradually till the observer words  them with 95 per cent of the time intel- 
ligibility. Measurements a x  taken every hour at  a pre-determined number 
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of spot frequencies with a suitably chosen band-width. The first world 
wide measurements we:e in the 2-20 MHz range using a ba~~cl-width of 10 
kHz by thc method described. The data collected h a ~ e  been furnished. 
The actual meesuremeni depends on the judgement of the obzervei a d  
the results a-e basically of value for one specific sewice, vir., low speed 

morse signals. 

Similarly measurements have been carried out in the frequency range 
1 j-j00 kHz using a band-width of 300 Hz and a s i ~ a l ,  which is e!ectroni- 
cally keyed at  a rate of 2 per ~econd. The results have been I-eported. 
Modifizd versions of this method have bccn used by certain ol.ganisations in 
India, Fcance, Japan, Australia and USA. 

j ,4. National Bureau of Standards, USA 

The National Bureau of Standards designed the ARN-2 noise recorder 
for measuring atmospheric radio noise in an objectixre way. They installed 
this equipment in a netwoi-k of 16 noise recording stations distributed 
throughout the world. 

In file design of the equipment, they think in terms of the resultant 
envelope of noise arising from type ' A ', type ' B ' and type ' C ' forms 
atmospheric noise. Information obained by a study of this resultant enve- 
lope voltage is useful as an indication of a lumped or integrated effect. 
But, at any given time, the rclative contributions from the three different 
forms of atmospheric noise may vary. Consequently, the I-esults from 
the studies of noise envelope may not be of great utility value for under- 
standing the characteristics of individual noise bursts. The results furnished 
one way of giving data on atmospheric radio noise. Since this method has 
been accepted on an international basis for furnishing noise data, data which 
is still valid today, a brief description of the method and the results are fur- 
nished in what follows. 

The ARN-2 noice I-ecorder utilses a 21.75 feet vertical aerial installed 
in the centre of an elevated ground system. Jt can iecord noise over 8 fixed 
frequemies in the range 13 kHz-20 MHz and a t  a bandwidth 200 HZ. The 
three parameters of noise measured with this noice recorder a:e (a) average 
noire power, (b) the average of the envelope voltage and (c) average logarithm 
of the envelope voltage. The linear output at  the detector is averaged with 
a 100 seconds time constant and the logarithmic output is averaged with 
25 seconds time constant. A 15-minute recording is made on each of tl?e 



eight liequenciei, two a t  a tnne during each half hour and these 15 n~inute~ 
samples are taken as representing the noise conditions in the full hour. 

The mean noise power averaged over a period of several ~ninutes 1s 
expressed as effective noise figure, Fa. The other two parameters, namely, 
the average and average logarithm of the envelope voltage are expressed 
in decibels below r.m.s. voltage. It is also reported that, from these measure 
parameters, it is possible to derive the amplitude probability distribution 
of the instantaneous envelope voltage. 

Based on the experimextal observations a t  the different stations and 
associated data on distribution of thunderstorm days as well as con& 
tions of propagation, the NBS published estimates of noise. The data were 
presented in the form of isolines oE equal average noise power on a cylindrical 
projection map of the globe for the foar seasons of the year. Approximate 
inverse freqcency nature of variation of noise and a combination of two 
log norm1 distributions for the median values were also indicated. 
Variation of the median noise over four-hour time blocks during the four 
seasons of the year were also: given for the frequency range 10 kHz45 
MHz. 

This method of carrying out noise measurements and furnishing noise 
data is probably useful at  high latitudes. In tropical latitudes where local 
storm noise preponderates the method has its limitations. Firstly the avail- 
able dqnamic range of thz instrument is such that it may cut off high ampli- 
tude local storm noise. Consequently, studying all the three types of 
atmospheric noise together can mask the effects of local storm noise. Thirdly, 
the Iarge time constant employed prevents short duration largb variations 
from getting properly reflected in the data. 

The ~nvestlgat~ons of the NBS were monumental and of great utd~tY 
value. They form the bas~s on wh~ch the ICCR have fummshed none data 
on an lnternarlonally agreed basls However, the quest~on that ames Is 
whether we would thmk of the m a a n  value of nolse over a short pend 
of time 01 the hrghest value of nolse preva~llng for 10 per cent of the M e  

5.5. I\ioise Data, ICCR 

The ICCR in their report No. 322 which is a modified and important 
version of their earlier report No. 65, have provided naise data on a world 
wide basis. The data collected at  most of the stations using the m-2 
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noise recorder and other data have been utilised in arriving at  an estimate. 
primarily these estimates are related to the world distributioll of thunder- 
storm days. 

For presenting the data, the year has bcen d~vlded mto four seasons, 
v,;., March/May, June/Auguut, September/November, and December1 
February. Each day has been dwided into %x 4-hour tune periods wa., 
00 04 hours LMT, 04-08 hours LMT and so on. The aggregate of the 
correspondulg 4-hour time penods of the day thl ougl-rout a season consti- 
tute< a tlme block The bdslc paralncte~ chosen for plcsei~t~ng the data 1s 
the effective nolse figure, Fa Estimated medain hourly values of Fa, denoted 
by Fa,,, are glven for each t m e  black and the Varlal~oi~s In thts parameter 
show systematic d~urnal and seasonal variations of the noise Yarlatlons 
of the hourly values w~thm a kine block arc treatcd ctdtistlcally and then 
extent 1s ~ndicated by the r a t m  of the upper and lower deciles to the time 
block medran. 

Noisc grade maps are furnished giving the data or Fa, at  1 MHz and 
for all time blocks and seasons of a year. Graphs are drawn for various 
noise grades enabling determination of Pa, at any frequency. 

The hmitatlons of the NBS methods of measu~ement have already 
been pointed out They are val~d for the CCIR data also. In vlew of the 
reasons earlier furnished, the CCIR method of @vmg data 1s not lkely to 
be as useful as ~t 1s deemed to be at  troplcal latrtudes 

There is correlation between noise levels at  different frequencies. But 
experimental studies indicate that this correlation decreases as the frequency 
separation increases. Hence, it is probably much more appropriate to furnish 
noise grades at  two frequencies ar  eveh three frequencies rather than at 
just one MHz. Data are provided for a time block. Expetimenttal studies 
show that there is systematic hour to hour variation of noise levels. Hence, 
it is probably mare appropriate to give hourly data rather than time 
blwk data. 

The estimate of the uncertainties in predicting correct values of Fa, is 
given. This exceeds 6 dB in many cascs. The year to year variation due 
to the natural phenomenon is not likely to exceed 2 or 3 dB. Hence, the 
sifJ.ificant portion of the uncertainty in predicting the correct value appears 
to be due to the presentation technique. This is a question which needs 
fUrtber examination, 



EYrensis.e ii,\,estigk~tions he\e been carried out on ll0ise bursts arising 
from 1ightl3i:?g fl:isllcr in Jndia. A specinl fe~ture  of these in.vestigations has 
been the himu1t:ateou.; c,tudy of lighrnirg Reshes and noise bursts. Both 
short te;m lu3d long t e rn  mlplitode m d  time paiameters of noise bursts 
have been invesrigated in detail fi-om 30 kHz to 60 MHz. The investi- 
gations have been systematic and hale been:carried out in several cases 
round the cia-k. Dais 1i:ive been obtained not only for a complete year 
but &l:i h1r.e been obteired to check on the accu~wy of the data 
ohtair.e$ during a p.eviocs yenr. Emry attempt has been made to Gorlelate 
the noise bwst ct-ta wirh lightning liash data during local thunderstoims. 
Correlation hetvieen noise levels at  diffei.ent flequencies have also been 
investigated in deinil. In addition, special studies have been made of 
the stmctu:e of noive ~ L L ) , S ~ S  at various f.equencies. The investigations ar.6 

thus compls:e and .eiFconsi>rent. As a resuIt of these investigations, it 
has been fouitd th9.r it ~ o u l d  be most appropriate to furnish noise data for 
the burst f o ~ m  of the noire at  tropical latitudes. The basic parameters of 
noise burst examined are the duration or the noise burst and the quasi-pe& 
valne of tile r-oise b~wst. This quzsi-peak valm coriesponds to the ?.nv.oyance 
that wwld be cnirsed bs- the noise blmt to the ear. As a result of extensive 
investigations. it has bcen possible to deduce conversiou factors to convert 
this quasi-peak zmplitude into e peak amplitude an.d an average ampli- 
tude ar.d an RMS anplitudc of n o i s  burst. The data furrished assuch 
is extrenely simple ro utilise xnd is in terms o f a  limited number of para- 
meters. Although the data has beep. furnished for India only, it is extre- 
mely simple to fu~~.ish detz or a sinliiu character to any cther tropical 
country by only drawkg the local activity days maps. These map,$ can 
be drawn by multiplying the weather office recoras of thunderstorm days 
by a factor of 3. It is felt lhat this method of fkmishing noise data is 
likely to prove r.ore useful at tropical latitudes, where atmospheric noise is 
really impoitant. Fu~ther, having ;egard to the unde, developed nature of the 
countries in tropical Izrtitudes cr.d the frequencies they have to employ 
for commu~zications, atn~ospheric roise data is of paramount importance 
ro these countries. I-hlce pxxise data of this type may be much more 
useful. 

The basic approach is as follows :- 

Short term represents the basic time unit and is defined as a pried 
gf five mjnutes. It represents the shortest time in which all the characterj- 
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sties of the noise can be properly studied. It is long enough to justify the 
application of statistics to the data, but short enough to avoid the effect 
of time variations even under conditions of a local storm. It is adequate 
to assess properly the degree of satisfaction in the reception of all types of 
signals. 

In n short term units, if the reception is satisfzctoly for 0.5 n of the 
units, it is said that the reception is satisfactory for 50 per cent of the time. 
But, in a given unit in which the degieeof satisfaction is consideied adequatt, 
the designe;~ of radio communication system expect a t  least 90 pe: cent of 
the time satisfacto:y service. Hence, in the time stretch of 300 seconds, 
it is expected that the corruption of signals by the noise is unl~oticeable foi 
at least 270 seconds. Often, much better standards are required. Hence 
sho;t-term noise studies are most propeily restricted to exeminng the charac- 
teristics of the noise of the highest amplitude pievailing fo; 30 seconds, 
i.e., o:cupying only 10 pei cent of the time. Such a procduie enables the 
selection of one of the 3 compone:lts, viz., the one of the highe3 magnitude 
fo: study during five minutes and leads to the collection of info:mation in 
detail. A short te:m median value of a noise amplitude, the:efo;e signi- 
fies the noise level for 95 peicent of the time satisfacto~y seivice. Similarly, 
the higher decline value signifies noise level foi- 99 peicent of the time 
satisfactory service. 

Ovei a short period of time, the amplitude of noise burst follows a log 
normal distribution. There is thus a median value and a standard deviation 
When the median values thus obtained for a short period of time during an 
hour are plotted for all the days of the season, we get long teim charac- 
teristics. This also has a long noimal distribution. Incidentally, the 
days of a season have to be sepaiated out as days of local activity and as 
days which are not of local activity. Days of local activity correspond to 
high noise level days and othe: days to low noise level days. The days of 
local activity can be identified by checking on the noise level between 16 
and 18 hours at a high frequency like 3 MHz. 

It has been obse,-ved that, in the tropics, a t  least fo; the MI? and HF, the 
nois& data to befulnished is only for the bu;st foim of the noise. A conti- 
nuous form of type ' A ' fo;m of the noise can be igno:ed. The noise data 
can be fuinished at  1 MHz and 1 kHz band width. It can be converted 
into any 0 t h  band width by applying the squa-e root band width law. This 
is approximately co:rect. The data can be converted to corresponding data 
at my othee; frequency by applying the inveise frequency relationship. The 



quasi peak amplitudes are furnished in the data and can be converted into 
average r.m.s. or peak amplitude parameters by appropriate conversion 
factors. The nxmner in which the data are furnished would be clear from 
data sheets No. 1 and 2 and No. 3 reprodwed in the Appendix. 

At VHF, atmospheric noise data are furnished at 100 MHz for a pass 
band of 1 kHz. Values foi other frequencies and band widths can be 
deduced by applying the inverse frequency and the square root band width 
laws. The r.m.s. value of the equivalent fluctuation noise a t  100 MHz 
and I kHz pass band, present for 10 per cent of the time, for about an hour 
at a time atteast once od a thunderstorm day between localhoo and mid- 
night is 20 = 10 dB above 1 pV/m. VHF noise radiation travelling via 
the sporadic E-layer or by troposcatter can contribute continuous noise of 
the order of 0 - 1 pV;m at  100 MHz and 1 kHz pass band. This noise will 
be present even in remote places during thunderstorm seasons. 

Studies of the duration of noise burst have shown that the median 
value of a duration of noise burst is about 500 milliseconds. The distri- 
bution is log normal. 

The number of noise bursts received per minute has also been studied. 
Its distribution is log normal and the median value is 20. 

The structure of a noise burst has also beeu studied and the results have 
already been given earlier. The relevant data about the one millisecond 
pulses of different amplitudes are furnished in the Appendix. 

Any improvement in the furnishing of noise data or in the extension 
of the data to a wider range of frequencies would need proper and syste. 
nlatic measurements. In such measurements the mast crucial question that 
poses problems is one of instrumentation. Firstly, if atmospheric noise 
charaoteristics have to be evaluated at very high frequencies Like UHF and 
SHF, what is the type of data that should be furnished and for what pwpose 
and what is the type of measurement that has to be carried out become 
important questions. Secondly, if the fine structure of noise is to be presented, 
the manner in which data has to be collected for these purposes poses its 
own problems. Thirdly, if the data has to be furnished in a more p~ecise 
way even where it is available, the question of the time constant of the meter8 
employed as well as the dynamic range of the meters become important. 
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SO far as noise bmst structure is concerned, it is best to camy out simul- 
uneoos studies of lightning by observation and the recording of the siructure 
of a noise burst. When such a structure has to be recorded, even the 
c.R.0. has its Iimiiabons. Under the circumstances, from the scientific 
point of view, the problem that poses itself is one of inairunxmtation. I t  
is being mentioned here only incidentally for the simple reason that this 

is much too large to be covered adequately through a section of 
2 paper largeiy devoted to a wide variety of other problems. 

The paper gives a critical review of the nojse problem and highligkts 
the studies carried out and their limitations. Wherever possible, an attempt 
has been made to project into the future requirements. Examined from 
this angle, it has been pointed that weather offices may be called upon to 
give the data on thunderstorm days in an improved form. It has aiso been 
pointed out that simultaneous siudies of lightning flashes iogether with a 
study of the structure of noise bursts at different frequencies is an urgent 
necessity. 

Before proceeding to think in terms of the Dture, it would be usefiq 
to define in precise terms the purposes and the regions in which an atmos- 
pheric noisc is really important. This question has also been dealt with 
to the extent possible in the payer. 

The general re~iew appears to indicate the fallowing for serious considera- 
tion :- 

(a) It is desirable to give data ou an hourly basis rather than on a time 
block basis to avoid systematic variations from getting masked. 

(b) S m e  noise level correlation with frequency decreases as the frequency 
separation increases, i t  is desirable to furlush noise data at  a 
number of spot f~equenc~es, viz., an LF, an MF, rn HF, a VHF, 
an UHF and an SHF. 

(c) Data could be furnished for three different values of sun spot numbers. 

As has been discussed within the body of the paper, over a very wide 
rW3e of frequencies, atmsophe~ic noise is basically a tropical problems 
It is in the tropics that precise data on atmospheric noise is most urgently 
"messary. Examined from this point of view, it appears to be most desi- 
""file to fmjsh  data separately for the tropical regions and for other 



regions, If need be, one could think in terms of a t  least funishing an 
native set of data fo: the tropical regions. In the tropical regions, w& 
one thinks in te:ms of mo:-e than 90 pe: cent of the time Satisfactoiy servic 
in a short p i iod  of time, the ideal foim in which data should be fulnis& 
is in teims of the burst form of noise. Presentation of data in te:ms of noi~ 
burst has an added advantage that it is in terms of the natural nnit. 

Lookiig ahead, optimal design of a complete radio co~nmunicatio~ 
system will require the interference environment of radio noise from lightninl 
we: the entie electromagnetic spectlum. This can only be furnished h 
terms of appiop:iate parameters of a macro-structure, a micro-structure 
and a 1iype.Iine structure of the noise. The maciostructure can only bi 
in t e ~ n s  of noise bursts in their entirety as a noise burst coi-responds to a 
complete lightning flash. The microstructure coxesponds to the struchm 
of a noise burst in teims of integiated impulses and background and the 
hypehte st~ucture co:respands to the composition of the impulses in tern 
of p:.imary pulses. iuvestigations of relevance to this apploach have been 
sufficiently stressed and adequately described. 
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APPENDIX I 
Data for Tropical Rogions 

Annospheric radio noise data for noice communication 
f' = Frequency (MHz) in the band, 0.3-30 MHz. 
B = Bandwidth (kHz) at 6 dB down. 
N = Noise level ar 1 MHz for a 1 kHz bundwidtlz 

N (B) = Noise level a t  1 MHz in a bandwidth, B = N . 1/B (1) . . 

Nj (B) = Noise lev61 at  f in a bandwidth, B = N (B)/f (2) 

H = N for days of local activity 

L = N for days other than the days of local activity 

Z = Background of minimum interference for the band, 
0.3-30 MHz for a 1 kHz bandwidth (average value) = 
0.2-0.5 d m  

Z(B)  = 2. dB 

Effective noise level = ~ / ~ B ~ F - ( B > P  (3) 
Z (B) can be neglected in most cases 

Short and long term distribution of N-log-normal. 
Standard deviation for H = 8 dB. 
Standard deviation for L = 4 dB. 
Short tenn standard deviation for N = 4 dB. 

Seasonal median values of N @VIM) 

T i m  (LMT) 0000aUH) 0400-0800 0800-1200 1200-1600 1600-2000 2000-2400 

Season H  L H L H L  H L  H L  H  L  

Spring 30 15 15 10 0 0 15 0 15 10 30 15 

Summer 30 15 15 10 0 0 10 0 15 10 30 15 

Winter 15 10 10 5 0 0 10 0 15 5 15 10 
h --------. 



Atmospheric radio noise h t u  for data conzrnunication 

Q = Nf (B) from Data Sheet No. 1 

Z (B) = Background of minimum interferen.ce from Data Sheet NO. 1 

A = Average value of the equivalent continuous noise due to Q 

R = rms value of the equivalent continuous noise due to Q 

P = value of the highest peak amplitude. 

Time functions of P-see Table 111. 

For deducing the actual values of P, A and R, from the values of Q, use 
the statistically assessed conversicn factors given in Table TI. 

Conversion ,factors for P, A, and R (dB) 

Frequency range PIQ AIQ RlQ 
(MHz) 

0.3-3.0 5.5 -9 -6 

3.0-10 5.0 -8 -5 

10 -30 4.5 -6 4 . 5  

Effective peak amplitude = ?'P?+[z(B>12 

Effecthe w e r a p  value = .\/A2 + [Z-j12 
Effective rms value = Z/W[= 
In most cases, Z (B) can be neglected. 



Dc~irablr! .sigiiril-to-wise ratio (dB) 

Service Signal/effective noisc 
level 

Double side band telephony 100% modulated 20 

Secondary broadcasting 40 

Primary broadcasting 60 

Manual CW telegraphy -6 

High speed CW telegraphy 6 

Note: Effective n o m  level 1s the value obL1111cd from equatlon (3) 111 
Data Sheet No. 1. 

Time interval between peaks iiz n Burst 

(P - amplitude of highest peak) - 
Median Standard 

Amplitude Approximate Distribution value deviation 
rangc number (ins) in log-units 




